Those students who have volunteered to be tour guides for the Grade 5 Parent Evening on Thursday, April 27th, are asked to meet with Ms. Dhaliwal at lunch today, April 10th in the Art Room.

Our Odyssey of the Mind Team WON GOLD Saturday at the provincial championships!!

To quote Jennifer Timer (coach and parent here at Hillcrest): “It was close and we had some very tense moments but they pulled it off and succeeded - and the journey was the most amazing part - the problem-solving was impressive as they encountered a number of hiccups along the way. I think that teamwork and perseverance were the buzz words of the day!”

The team consisted of students from Mr. Wiskar’s class: Talia, Amelie, Ruby, Tyson, Devon, Jason, and Veronika.

Now... they go to WORLDS! Some of them anyway... the week of May 23rd.

Have a good day!